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INTRODUCTION	

Many	of	us	have	been	to	Lyon,	some	of	us	even	remember	parts	of	the	visit,	but,	if	you	
didn’t	discover	before	Lyon	is	a	wonderful	place	to	spend	time.		Lyon	has	been	a	
significant	city	for	2,000	years.	It	has	two	great	rivers,	world-class	records	in	commerce	
and	industry,	a	Renaissance	centre	to	rival	any	in	Italy	and	a	dedication	to	cuisine	
remarkable	even	by	French	standards	

Commanding	a	strategic	spot	at	the	
confluence	of	the	Rhône	and	the	Saône	
Rivers,	Lyon	has	been	luring	people	ever	
since	the	Romans	named	it	Lugdunum	in	43	
BC.	Commercial,	industrial	and	banking	
powerhouse	for	the	past	500	years,	Lyon	is	
France's	third-largest	city.		

It	is	the	epicentre	of	French	cuisine	and	the	the	gastronomic	capital	of	France.	In	1933,	
when	Eugénie	Brazier	became	the	first	woman	to	earn	three	Michelin	stars	and	the	first	
chef	to	have	two	restaurants	that	bore	this	esteemed	distinction,	La	Mère	Brazier	put	
Lyon	on	the	culinary	world’s	map.	And	while	gourmands	can	(and	should)	make	
reservations	at	one	of	the	20	Michelin-starred	restaurants	in	the	city—like	Takao	
Takano	or	the	storied	Paul	Bocuse—bouchons	are	the	local	institutions	that	can’t	be	
skipped.	Unique	to	the	city,	they	are	casual,	unpretentious,	and	the	best	eateries	to	
experience	the	heart	of	traditional	Lyonnais	cooking.	(It	also	doesn’t	hurt	that	their	
prix-fixe	meals	come	at	very	reasonable	prices.)		

Legendary	food	aside,	the	UNESCO-designated	site	is	also	the	birthplace	of	cinema	and	
was	once	a	leader	in	the	silk	trade.	You’ll	find	one	of	Europe’s	oldest	and	most	
expansive	Renaissance	districts	here,	where	a	stroll	through	the	narrow	cobbled	
passageways	of	Vieux	Lyon	is	a	must,	as	well	as	France’s	largest	urban	park,	Parc	de	la	
Tête	d’Or.	

	

	



	

	

	

GETTING	AROUND		

Lyon–Saint	Exupéry	Airport,	located	east	of	Lyon,	serves	as	a	base	for	domestic	
and	international	flights,	and	with	its	in-house	train	station	(Gare	de	Lyon	Saint-
Exupéry),	the	airport	is	also	connected	to	the	TGV	network.	The	Rhônexpress	tram	links	the	
international	airport	with	the	business	quarter	of	La	Part	Dieu	in	less	than	30	minutes	and	can	reach	
up	to	100	km/h	(62	mph);	it	offers	connections	with	Underground	A&B,	Tramway	T1,T2	&	T3,	and	
many	bus	lines.	

Lyon	has	two	major	railway	stations:	Lyon	Part-Dieu,	which	was	built	to	accommodate	the	TGV	and	
has	become	the	principal	railway	station	for	extra-regional	trains;	and	Lyon	Perrache,	an	older	station	
but	in	practice,	many	trains,	including	TGVs,	serve	both	stations.		

The	metro	network	has	four	lines	(A,	B,	C,	and	D),	42	stations	and	runs	with	a	frequency	of	up	to	a	
train	every	2	minutes.	There	are	five	Lyon	tram	lines	(T1,	T2,	T3,	T4	and	T5):	T1	from	Debourg	in	the	
south	to	IUT-Feyssine	in	the	north,	Tram	T2	from	Perrache	railway	station	in	the	south-west	to	Saint-
Priest	in	the	south-east,	Tram	T3	from	Part-Dieu	to	Meyzieu,	Tram	T4	from	'Hôptial	Feyzin	Venissieux'	
to	Gaston	Berger.	Tram	T5	from	Grange	Blanche,	in	the	south-east	to	Eurexpo	in	the	south-west.	
There	are	also	two	funicular	lines	from	Vieux	Lyon	to	Saint-Just	and	Fourvière.	

	Taxis	are	plentiful		and	Uber	is	readily	available.	

If	you	are	staying	in	the	Confluence	area	Le	Vaporetto	operates	navettes	(passenger	ferry	boats)	to	
Lyon's	new	Confluence	neighbourhood.	Boats	(€4)	depart	every	80	minutes	between	10.20am	and	
9pm	from	riverbank	docks	on	the	Saône	near	place	St-Paul	and	place	Bellecour.	Heading	north,	boats	
depart	the	Confluence	dock	between	9.30am	and	8.10pm.	Travel	time	is	30	minutes	from	the	St-Paul	
dock	and	20	minutes	from	the	Bellecour	dock.	

	

SIGHTSEEING	

The	Musée	Des	Beaux-Arts	is	a	former	17th	century	abbey,	transformed	into	one	of	the	largest	art	and	
culture	museums	in	Europe.	It	opened	to	the	public	in	1803	.	

The	Roman	Theatre	of	Fourviére	is	the	oldest	theatre	in	FranceParc	Established	in	15BC	by	Augustus	

	de	la	Tête	d’Or	find	sanctuary	in	Lyon’s	Parc	de	la	Tête	d’Or.	It’s	the	largest	park	in	the	city,	and	
encompasses	a	lakeshore,	large	paths	lined	with	hundred	year	old	trees,	zoological	park,	and	
botanical	gardens.	Worth	a	visit	are	definitely	the	Botanical	Garden	and	Rose	Garden.		

Musée	Miniature	et	Cineme	this	was	where	Auguste	and	Louis	Lumiére	invented	the	cinematograph.	

La	Maison	des	Canuts	Lyon	is	famous	for	the	production	and	weaving	of	silk.	For	over	five	centuries,	it	
has	been	at	the	heart	of	the	French	textile	trade.		

Presqu’ile	District	of	Lyon	in	the	heart	of	Lyon,	nestled	between	the	Rhone	and	Saone	rivers,	this	
beautiful	district	is	the	perfect	example	of	Lyon’s	historical	architecture	through	the	ages.	Striking	
buildings	from	the	12th	century	stand	next	to	modern	architecture.	The	area	is	part	of	Lyon’s	UNESCO	
World	Heritage	Site	and	highlights	include	great	shopping	and	restaurants,	found	in	breathtaking	
buildings	such	as	the	Opera	house	and	city	hall.	



	

	

	

	

THE	STADIUM	

Home	of	the	Olympique	Lyonnais	since	1950,	the	LOU	Rugby	inherited	of	the	Stade	de	Gerland	in	2017	
after	the	departure	of	Lyon’s	professional	football	team	for	the	brand	new	Groupama	Stadium.	

Consequently,	the	Stade	de	Gerland	was	
renamed		Matmut	Stadium	Gerland	thanks	to	
the	naming	rights	attached	to	the	new	resident	
team,	for	a	total	amount	of	20	million	euros	(2	
million	euros	per	year	over	a	period	of	10	years).	
It	reduced	the	seating	capacity	to	25,000	when	
the	football	Club	left		

If	you	have	been	to	French	stadiums,	you	may	
have	experienced	a	pre-purchase	token	or	card	
system	for	purchasing	drinks	and	food.	At	the	
Matmut	Stadium	you	need	to	buy	tokens	
(available	before,	during	and	after	the	match)	from	vending	machines	and	official	club	street	vendors.	
1	LOU	Token	=	3	euros	and	is	the	only	method	of	payment	accepted	at	the	refreshment	points	and	in	
the	LOU	Brasserie.	The	Brasserie	is	THE	place	post-match	with	plenty	of	bars	and	music.	

		

GETTING	TO	THE	STADIUM	BY	METRO	(M)	

FROM	GARE	de	PART	DIEU	

From	M	Gare	Part	Dieu	then	get	the	Metro	Ligne	B	(direction	of	Gare	d'Oullins).	

Get	on	at	M	Gare	Part	Dieu	then	stops	on	the	way	are	–	

Place	Giuchard	Bourse	du	Travail/Saxe	Gambetta/Place	Jean	Jaures/Debourg	(for	Ninkasi	Gerland)	

Stad	de	Gerland	for	the	stadium.	

		

FROM	THE	CENTRE	OF	LYON	

If	you	are	in	the	area	of	any	of	the	suggested	‘meet	up’	bars	then	here	is	the	quickest	route	by	public	
transport.	

Walk	to	M	Hôtel	de	Ville	-	Louis	Pradel	–	10	mins	from	the	Wallace/Elephant,	5	mins	from	405.	

M	Hôtel	de	Ville	-	Louis	Pradel:	Métro	ligne	A	in	the	direction	of	Vaulx-en-Velin	La	Soie	

Alight	at	M	Charpennes	

Walk	3	min	(170m)	

M	Charpennes:	Métro	ligne	B	in	the	direction	Gare	d'	Oullins/Alight	at	M	Stade	de	Gerland	

	



	

	

	

SSA	Base	&	Plans	
 We have lots! Kicking off Saturday night from about 6pm in 	The	Wallace	2	rue	Octavio	Mey,	
69005	Lyon,	France 

So	it	didn’t	take	much	deliberation	to	decide	to	return	to	Le	Wallace.	With	many	Sarries	fans	
travelling	on	the	Saturday	and	the	
early	kick	off	on	the	Sunday	we	
decided	to	make	Le	Wallace	our	base	
and	the	venue	for	our	Saturday	
Evening	get	together. 

So,	if	you	are	in	Lyon	we	hope	you	
can	make	it.	The	bar	serves	food	and	
there	are	plenty	of	restaurants	in	the	
area	and	it’s	very	central	so	should	
be	convenient.	We	have	been	
promised	that	both	La	Meute	and	
Lougdunums	will	join	us. 

If	you	haven’t	been	before	Le	
Wallace	offers	a	fairly	unique	blend	of	French	and	Scottish	traditional	pub	with	a	vast	array	of	
whiskeys,	16	or	so	draught	beers	and	good	food	which	even	has	haggis	on	the	menu	amongst	its	more	
French	Delights. 

We	plan	to	be	there	from	6pm	but	intend	Le	Wallace	to	be	our	base	for	the	weekend	so	it	might	be	a	
good	place	to	pop	in	when	passing	at	any	time.It’s	a	rugby	pub	so	a	good	place	to	catch	the	Saturday	
matches	in	a	nice	environment. 

We	aren’t	sure	if	they	still	have	our	flags	so	we	may	take	a	couple	to	replace	them	in	case.	We	have	
talked	to	the	owner,	Jimmy	who	is	keen	to	welcome	us	back	so	at	least	we	know	we	didn’t	misbehave	
too	badly	last	time!	
 

Next day we had a lovely Invite from Lyon Rugby to eat at David Attoub’s restaurant L’Ile. It was obviously a 
very popular option as the places were snapped up within hours and 150 of us will be welcomed there. It’s 
very highly rated especially as a summer venue but they’ve promised us a warm reception. 
If you aren’t at the restaurant the best place 
near the ground to head for is -Ninkasi Gerland 
- 267 Rue Marcel Mérieux (the pint pot above 
the bottom M). It is a short walk from here to 
Stade Gerland and ideal for a couple of pre-
match drinks. There is an outside terrace with 
plenty of space  Open every day from 10 am	
Benoit	and	La	Meute	will	be	there	early	
before	the	match.	
 
Nearer kickoff Its time to head for the Stadium 
and the LOUnge Bar and the Supporters Bar 
where there may even be some free beer. We 
have warned them we travel in numbers these 
days! The Ninkasi May draw us back after that 
or time to head back to the centre. 
 
 
 



	

	

	

Message	from	Brad		
	
	

The	support	that	you	provide	goes	a	long	way,	it	really	
does	make	a	difference	to	us	on	the	pitch,	knowing	that	
you	are	there	backing	the	team.	We	look	forward	to	
seeing	you	out	in	France	for	what	should	be	a	great	day	
for	all	involved.	As	always	a	massive	thank	you	to	you	
all	for	your	contact	need	support.	

 
 
Message from the SSA  

Way back in June last year, prior to the Champions cup draw we all started to put 
together our dream pool. Top of the list for me was a potential return to Lyon, the 
location of that memorable first European Cup final win for Saracens on 14th May 
2016. 
Well	the	rugby	gods	listened	and	when	the	names	of	Cardiff	and	Glasgow	were	
followed	into		pool	3	by	Lyon	on	stage	in	Lausanne	we	knew	we	were	in	for	a	
memorable	2018/19	campaign.	

Glasgow	and	Cardiff	are	relatively	familiar	but	the	Wolfpack	of	Lyon	are	a	new	
challenge.	An	excuse	to	make	new	friends	in	the	shape	of	Les	Longdunums	and	La	
Meute	du	Lou	was	too	good	an	opportunity	to	let	pass	by	and	so	the	planning	began.	

The	SSA	committee	are	delighted	that	so	many	of	you	have	embraced	our	plans.	We	do	
this	for	you,	and	the	memories	we	can	make	together,	From	Wallace	on	Saturday	
evening	to	post	match	at	the	stadium	we	hope	to	see	many	proud	Saracens	in	town.	
Wearing	your	Saracens	colours	with	pride	expect	a	warm	welcome	from	the	rugby	
loving	locals.	

So	let's	get	behind	the	team,	roar	them	on	and	show	the	watching	rugby	world	what	
the	SSA	and	the	#sarriesfamily	do	best.	

	

	

	



	

	

	

KEEP	IN	TOUCH!	

Keep	up	to	date	with	us	and	keep	us	up	to	date,	via	our	social	media	and	other	
outlets.		If	you	don’t	already	follow	us	on	FaceBook	and	Twitter,	just	search	for	us.	

To	make	it	easy	when	posting	on	Twitter	or	FaceBook,	please	use	our	hashtag	for	the	event	

	

#SSA@Lyon	
	

	

	

www.facebook.com/SSAracens/	

	

	

	

	 twitter.com/sarriessupport	

	

	

	

www.saracenssupporters.org	
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